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Who Am I?

• Been working in IT security industry since ~2004
(+10 years IT)

• Responsible for conducting and/or co-ordinating
penetration testing in various roles since early 2007

• Moved from working in-house to consulting in late
2009



Why Am I Presenting?

Two Reasons:

• I’ve been the client

• I’ve been the consultant



I’ve Been The Client

• Hired (lots of) penetration testers
• Dealt with reports and remediation of findings
• Juggled multiple projects + operational tasks
• Dealt with business stakeholders:

- delay projects
- give me money (for security initiatives, features,

testing)
- accept risk



I’ve Been The Consultant

• The pentests we’ve done for clients

• Involved in pre-sales

• Discussed service offerings

• Seen what often happens with a typical pentest...



Problem Definition



Problem Definition

• Client side penetration testing means testing the
“end user”

• Most people assume perimeter protects them

• Client side penetration testing shatters the myth

• Get the users, you get the lot



Problem Definition

• How do we perform client-side
penetration testing?

• “Non-conventional methods”

• Information harvesting (who do
we want to target to get the
access we require?)

• Targeted users, tailored attacks
(‘social engineering’)



Problem Definition

How would we perform client-side penetration testing?

• Data mining (e.g. Maltego, LinkedIn, Facebook)

• Browser exploits (via. compromised sites, XSS)

• Desktop applications and plugins:
−Adobe Acrobat, Java, Flash

• Social Engineering/Phishing (via. email, social networks,
USB devices, etc)

• Would you like some 0-day with that?



Problem Definition

How do we do we perform penetration testing
today?

—Use methodologies aiming at
identifying
—configuration weakness,
—information leakage,
—poor coding

•We don’t test clients
•We test servers and applications



Problem Definition

So why is this a problem?



Problem Definition

Taken from ‘Verizon Data Breach Report 2010’
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Problem Definition

• Black Hats are not constrained
–They have no limitations!
–Attacks are going on in the wild already
–See “Why Black Hats Always Win” by Val Smith &

Chris

• Also, consultants in other countries do this testing
too

• Times are changing and our methods must change
with it.



Who is doing this today?



Problem Definition

Reported by SANS (via. Qualys) - Patchable Application
Level Bugs in 2009

• WordPad and Office Text Converters Remote Code Execution Vulnerability (MS09-010)

• Sun Java Multiple Vulnerabilities (244988 and others)

• Sun Java Web Start Multiple Vulnerabilities May Allow Elevation of Privileges(238905)

• Java Runtime Environment Virtual Machine May Allow Elevation of Privileges (238967)

• Adobe Acrobat and Adobe Reader Buffer Overflow (APSA09-01)

• Microsoft SMB Remote Code Execution Vulnerability (MS09-001)

• Sun Java Runtime Environment GIF Images Buffer Overflow Vulnerability

• Microsoft Excel Remote Code Execution Vulnerability (MS09-009)

• Adobe Flash Player Update Available to Address Security Vulnerabilities (APSB09-01)

• Sun Java JDK JRE Multiple Vulnerabilities (254569)

• Microsoft Windows Server Service Could Allow Remote Code Execution (MS08-067)

• .... And more.... !!!



Problem Definition

Vulnerability Research Trends



Problem Definition

More trends (not just Microsoft to blame)



Problem Definition

Symantec Internet Security Threat Report 2009 :

“The top Web-based attack in
2009 was associated with
malicious PDF activity, which
accounted for 49 percent of the
total.”



Problem Definition

Plenty of ways to trick end users…

Taken from Symantec ITSR



Problem Definition

Browser Attacks! The Day of the Zombie



Problem Definition

Security = people + process + technology  



Problem Definition

Why do we perform penetration tests?

• Provide assurance

• Validate security (design/requirements/model)

• Satisfy legal/regulatory/governance requirements

• Know whats “unknown”
−(e.g. Common-Off-The-Shelf software or old legacy

applications)



Problem Definition

Why is client-side penetration testing
out of scope? (Reasons/excuses)

• Client doesn’t want to test clients

• Consultant doesn’t want to test clients



Problem Definition

Why is client-side penetration testing out of scope?
(cont.)

• Don’t need client side exploits to pwn:
−Weak passwords,
−Configuration errors,
−Patching,
−Insecure coding

• Risky to both parties



Problem Definition

Result?

• Clients gets detailed
report of exactly what
they’re after

• Consultant gets paid
and develops good
rapport with the client

• Findings may get
fixed....



Problem Definition

• Unfortunately, the end users (the other “clients”) are
not being tested:

• Security model there is the weakest:
−Many run with admin rights
−Stored passwords in the browser
−Non standard machines
−Unfettered internet connectivity
−Flat networks



Problem Definition

To summarise….



Problem Definition

1. We know that client-side software vulnerabilities are
the focus in research

2. We know that attack trends are focusing on
exploiting these vulnerabilities

3. Despite knowing this… we don’t test them.

4. We know our client’s aren’t defending themselves
adequately.



The Client’s Dilemma



The Client’s Dilemma

• Clients don’t want to test the end user tested:

• More interested in the new application/project/
service

• Less interested in the users - they know will fail

• Prefer not to know... (have enough unsolvable
problems)



The Client’s Dilemma

Client’s know the recommendations will feature “impossible to
implement” recommendations:

• Segment network

• Lock down desktops/ implement SOE / revoke admin rights

• Whitelist applications

• Restrict/proxy Internet connectivity

• Change password policy

• User Awareness Training



The Client’s Dilemma

What is an “Impossible Recommendation” ?

1. When the solution
cannot be
implemented by the
client regardless of
reason

2.  When the solution
creates a bigger
problem



The Client’s Dilemma

Why can’t the client implement them?

• “Our network is too complex to unflatten”

• “We only have budget to test this project”

• “This will application break if we upgrade IE6!”

• “Too many legacy applications rely on old password
policy and its hardcoded”

• “CEO has accepted the risk”



The Consultant’s Dilemma



The Consultant’s Dilemma

It’s complicated:

• Reconnaisance time blows out significantly
−Research company
−Research staff
−Pick your target

• Testing also takes longer
−Tailor attack to the target
−Known exploit vs 0-day?
−Cleanup



The Consultant’s Dilemma

It’s complicated (cont.):

• By choosing to test the end-user, you risk reducing
the time spent searching for other vulnerabilities

Methodology vs ad-hoc approaches

• This is a big trade-off and can greatly affect the end
result for the client.



The Consultant’s Dilemma

It’s risky:

• There are laws against pre-texting

• Potential violations for the affected user
−End user’s machine belongs to the end user and not

your client?
−Did you just break the law if the end user didn’t give his

consent?

• Outcomes aren’t always desirable....



The Consultant’s Dilemma

Result?

• Diminishing value/trade-off for the client

• Harder sell

• Risky business for the consultant

• Potentially costlier if the scoping is wrong.



The Crossroads



The Crossroads

Ok – so we need to change things. But HOW?



Solutions – For The Client

• Start requesting client side penetration tests from
your consultants!
−Consultants respond to client demand

• When to request them:
−External Perimeter Testing
−When you know the external perimeter is already
locked down

−Annual security review



Solutions – For The Client

• Pick a project and ride the wave
−Find a project you can get the

budget attached to

• Who are your business champions?
−Who can give you money?
−Will they give it to you?
− If not, can you raise the risk profile

to a higher level?



Solutions – For The Client

Learn to sell security!!!

• Why do you need money

• What is the business benefit

Authorisation for non-company owned machines

• Updated security policy to cover non-company
owned assets connected to the network

• Third Party Agreements



Solutions – For The Consultant

Present client-side pentests as an “option”

• Doesn’t have to be all the time;

• Suggest them for annual pentests (did you learn
from last year?);

Special clients

• “Nothing can hack us!” / “Orly?”

• Appeal to EGO!



Solutions – For The Consultant

Pre-empt the client’s questions

• Deal with your internal legal team

• Service Agreements and Statements of Work

Be prepared!

• Have a methodology prepared for these sorts of
tests



Solutions – For The Consultant

Learn to sell security better!

• Q: Why should I test the end user client?

• A: Recommendations will encourage your
businesses to focus defense-in-depth strategies
which deal with “real world” attacks

Check and DOUBLE CHECK you have the client
machine



Final Thoughts

The take away message is:

• Start thinking of how we can perform client side
penetration testing, rather than why we can’t.

• Intelligent solutions appear when we ask ourselves
intelligent questions.



Questions?

Thanks to:

• Jaco Van Heerden, Wynand Viljoen, Ben
Mosse, Andrew Dragatsikas.

Special Thanks to:

• The Security LOB @ DD,

• My family.  


